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Important Dates:
NO SCHOOL

November 26th & 27th
December 25th

January 1st

News for Parents:

Elementary Parent Exhibition
November 24th at 6:00 PM

We are so excited to be entering our third month of school here at
Explore. It's been such a blessing to get to know and grow along side

each student. We are thrilled with the opportunity and excited for the
discoveries we will all have this year as we reach for our educational

goals.
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It has been great to see the primary and kindergarten classes
working on learning the map by coloring in the states. They

have been working on motor skills by completing puzzles. We
have also begun to introduce the calendar as well as how to

spot and identify animal tracks.
 -Miss Marianne

We have loved watching the infants and toddlers get into
routines, adjust to our classrooms, and get to know each other.

Our little ones love the baby dolls and books. The rainbow room
is sure a fun spot, especially riding the blue horse. We have also

started lessons for our 2 year olds. The tongs and
marshmallows are a favorite!

Going forward we will be working on self help, feeding skills,
and continuing to work on language development. More diverse
gross motor skills like skipping, jumping and galloping will also

be included for the 2 year olds!
-Miss Jessica

It has been a joy to learn alongside all twelve heroes this year.
The Acton Academy structure has already provided immense

opportunities to learn and embrace individual autonomy within
a school setting. From student-led debates to classroom

conflicts, I hear statements such as: “Is that very respectful?”,
“What class value are you choosing to show?” or “How does
that represent the Class Constitution?” This kind of maturity
and accountability mirrored and encouraged from friend-to-
friend is a privilege to witness. I am so grateful to participate

with facilitating a safe space for their curiosities and incredibly
excited for the rest of the year!

- Miss Hannah


